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Which statement is not true about the web

Which statement does not apply to Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)? ICMP does not provide reliable data transfer in an Internet Protocol (IP) environment. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is used for reliable data transfer in an IP environment. The following claims are true
about ICMP: * ICMP can detect network problems. * ICMP is documented in RFC 792. * The ICMP echo-request message is generated by the ping command. * The ICMP echo response message is an indicator that the destination node is available. * ICMP is a network layer protocol that
uses message packets for error reporting and informative messages. After the quiz, it offers multiple-choice questions (MCQs) related to the Web Services Framework. You need to read all the answers given and click over the correct answer. If you are not sure about the answer, you can
check the answer by using the Show Response button. You can use the Next Quiz button to check new questions in the quiz. The service register provides a central location where developers can publish new services or find existing ones. It is therefore a centralised clearing house for
businesses and their services. Q 6 - Does XML-RPC depend on language? A - true B - wrong no! XML-RPC is language independent. Web services can be found through a simple finding mechanism. Q 8 - Web services are used to independently make the application platform and
technology independent. A - false B - true web services are used to make the application platform and technology independent. Q 9 - The service index uses an existing Web service by opening a network connection and sending an XML request. A - true B - Incorrect Service Requester
uses an existing Web service by opening a network connection and sending an XML request. Q 10 - Service description is responsible for centralizing services in a common registry and providing easy to publish/find functionality. A - true B - false Service Discovery is responsible for
centralizing services in a common registry and offers easy to publish/find functionality. web_services_questions_answers.htm Choose the best answer for each question. Then check your answers as you go. Internet Expert Quiz (Print Quiz)Page 2 Unit 1: Web Research Guide Are You
Web-Savvy? You can already use the Internet via your friends' email and find the latest information about movies, news, sports, or music. Contact the Internet Basics Quiz to determine what you know about the Internet and its uses. Then, in other sections of the Web Research Guide,
explore other sections of the Web Research Guide to build on your previous knowledge and learn the skills you need to do effective research online. You will find many and many MCQs Web Design. I have organized questions and answers so that by the time you reach the end, you would
have learned a lot about the concepts regarding web design. Question 1 : What is CMS web design (a) Content management system (b) Creative Management System (c) Content mixing system Creatives Managerial System Answer : a (Content Management System) Question 2 : To make
your website mobile friendly, you can make your own website a) Sensitive b) Reactive c) Fast loading d) Light Answer : (Sensitive) Question 3: What CSS stand a) Current style sheets b) Current Sheets Style c) Cascading pages d) Cascading Pages Style Answer : c (cascading style)
Question 4 Question : Which of the following claims is incorrect a) You can make a website without HTML b) You can make a website without PHP c) You can make a website without CSS d) You can make a website without Javascript Answer : (You can make a website without HTML)
Question 5 : What is WordPress a) This is the software used to press text b) This is a text formatting software c) This is a CMS (Content Management System) d) This is a postal service Answer : c (This is CMS) Question 6 : SQL stands for a) Structured Query Language b) Statistical query
Language c ) Superior Questions Lot d ) Standard Query Answer : a (Structured Query Language) Question 7 : Which of the following is true Javascript a) This is server-side scripting language b) This is client-side scripting language c) This is the client side of the scripting language c) This
is the client's side of the scripting language) This is the answer to the database : (This is the server side of the scripting language) Question 8: What follows is true a) You need a server to host your website files b) You do not need a server to host your website files c) You can create a web
page without HTML d) You can not create a website without CMS Answer : (You need a server to host your website files) Question 9: What of the following softwares could be used to build a website a) Power Point b) Excel c) Dream Weaver d) ERP Answer : c (Dream Weaver) Question 10
: Which of the following is not CMS a) WordPress b) Drupal c) Magneto d) SAP Answer : d (SAP) Question 11: Which of the following claims is incorrect hosting a) Virtual server is cheaper than dedicated hosting b) Virtual server is more secure than dedicated hosting c) Dedicated hosting is
more secure than virtual server d) Although more expensive than a virtual server, is committed to hosting a safer Answer: b (Virtual server is more secure than dedicated hosting) Question 12 : What:The following is not a web hosting company a) Hostgator (b) Blue Host c) WPX d Hosting
Facebook Reply : d (Facebook) Question 13 : Which of the following statements is true a) The web designer should not just be concerned about appearance, but also the user interface b) Usability is very important web design c) a and b d) None of the above Answer : c ( a &amp; b)
Question 14 : Which of the following is true a) Widespread use of Flash is poor from a usability point of view b) Design should be free clutter cutter c) It seems more Important Usability (d) a &amp; b Reply : d (a &amp; b) b)
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